Serological evidence of hantavirus infection in rural and urban regions in the state of Amazonas, Brazil
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Hantavirus disease is caused by the hantavirus, which is an RNA virus belonging to the family Bunyaviridae. Hantavirus disease is an arthropod-borne infection transmitted through the inhalation of aerosols from the excreta of hantavirus-infected rodents. In the county of Itacoatiara in the state of Amazonas (AM), Brazil, the first human cases of hantavirus pulmonary and cardiovascular syndrome were described in July 2004. These first cases were followed by two fatal cases, one in the municipality of Maués in 2005 and another in Itacoatiara in 2007. In this study, we investigated the antibody levels to hantavirus in a population of 1,731 individuals from four different counties of AM. Sera were tested by IgG/IgM enzyme-linked immune-sorbent assay using a recombinant nucleocapsid protein of the Araraquara hantavirus as an antigen. Ten sera were IgG positive to hantavirus (0.6%). Among the positive sera, 0.8% (1/122), 0.4% (1/256), 0.2% (1/556) and 0.9% (7/797) were from Atalaia do Norte, Careiro Castanho, Itacoatiara and Lábrea, respectively. None of the sera in this survey were IgM-positive. Because these counties are distributed in different areas of AM, we can assume that infected individuals are found throughout the entire state, which suggests that hantavirus disease could be a local emerging health problem.
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Hantaviruses are spherical, enveloped RNA viruses, measuring 80-120 nm. The viral RNA is single-stranded and forms three segments with negative polarity. The RNA segments are named large (L), medium (M) and small (S). The L, M and S segments encode the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, the envelope glycoproteins and the viral nucleocapsid (N) protein, respectively (Plyusnin et al. 1996). Rodents and insectivores are hantavirus reservoirs and specific virus species are typically associated with specific rodents; thus, each hantavirus is limited to one geographic region, according to the habitat of the rodent reservoir (Plyusnin 2002, Zhang et al. 2010).

Human infection by hantavirus occurs most often by the inhalation of aerosols from the excretions of contaminated rodents. However, another form of hantavirus transmission of great epidemiological importance, from human to human, has been described on the American continent, especially in Argentina and Chile (Cantoni et al. 1997, Zhang et al. 2010). Between 1993-2010, more than 1,300 cases of HPCS have been reported in all the Brazilian regions, distributed throughout 14 states (MS/SVS/DVE 2010). Five hantaviruses have been reported to cause hantavirus pulmonary and cardiovascular syndrome (HPCS) in Brazilian patients: Anajatuba, Araraquara, Castelo dos Sonhos, Juquitiba and Laguna Negra-like (Figueiredo et al. 2010). Hantavirus infection in Brazil is predominantly related to agricultural activity and a common manner of contracting this infection, especially in remote small towns, is through the cleaning of rural grain storage buildings. Other forms of infection occur through direct contact with infected rodents or leisure activities, such as fishing, hunting or camping (MS/SVS 2005).

Most of the HPCS cases have occurred in the southern and southeastern regions, whereas the northern region contributed 6.36% of the total reported cases. Among the northern cases, 73 cases were from the state of Pará (PA), three cases were from the state of Acre and only four cases were reported in the state of Amazonas (AM) (MS/SVS 2006, MS/SVS/DVE 2010). In the county of Itacoatiara (lower Amazon River), in July 2004, the first human cases of infection by hantavirus in AM were identified. Three farmers from the same family that lived in a rural area had fevers and two of them developed acute HPCS. One of the farmers from that outbreak passed away. In 2005, another case of fatal HPCS was identified in the county of Maués and another was identified in July 2007 in Itacoatiara (Gattás et al. 2004, MS/SVS 2004, Santos et al. 2006).

Considering that hantavirus infection is a serious and potentially emerging disease, a pilot serological survey of hantavirus was performed in a population sample of four counties from three regions in AM, from 2007-2009. Sera samples were obtained from 1,731 participants aged two-
89 years [926 females (53.5%) and 805 males (46.5%)] living in four counties of AM: Itacoatiara (3°08’24.24”S 58°26’19.67”W), Lábrea (7°15’38.60”S 64°47’52.83”W), Careiro Castanho (3°48’43.64”S 60°20’44.00”W) and Atalaia do Norte (4°22’22.83”S 70°11’33.27”W). These four counties are located in the southwestern, southern and eastern regions of AM, as shown in Figure. The participants were living either in rural areas (53.1%) or in urban areas (46.9%), as shown in Table I.

All of the sera analysed in the study were part of the serum bank of the Virology Laboratory of the Foundation for Tropical Medicine Dr Heitor Vieira Dourado (FMT-HVD). The study was approved by the Ethical Committee for Human Research of FMT-HVD and complies with the 196/96 resolution of the National Health Council. All of the study participants gave informed consent and authorised the storage of their sera for virus survey studies. The procedures for this study were performed in the Virology Laboratory of FMT-HVD. Sera were tested for specific IgM and IgG antibodies by an enzyme-linked immune-sorbent assay (ELISA) using a recombinant N protein of the Araraquara hantavirus as an antigen, as described elsewhere (Figueiredo et al. 2008, 2009). Briefly, 96-well microplates were coated with a recombinant N protein of the Araraquara virus (wells: A-D - 1-12) and a negative antigen extract (Escherichia coli; wells: E-H - 1-12), which were both diluted in pH 9.6 phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffer. The plates were incubated overnight at 4°C in a moist chamber. On the next day, the microplate wells were washed five times with 0.05% Tween-20 in pH 7.4 PBS (PBS-T). In 10% skimmed milk solution in PBS was added to the wells, incubated for 1 h and washed six times. The microplates were incubated in humid chambers for 2 h at 37°C and washed five times with PBS-T. The testing sera were added to corresponding wells at a 1:100 dilution in both parts of the plate, including a positive IgG sera (positive control) and a pool of negative IgG sera (negative control), both in triplicate. After 1 h of incubation at 37°C in a humid chamber, the plates were washed six times with PBS-T. An immunoglobulin conjugate (goat anti-human IgG peroxidase), which was diluted 1:2000 in PBS-lamellipodin, was added to the wells, incubated for 1 h and washed six times. Subsequently, ABTS substrate was added to the wells and incubated for 15-20 min at 37°C in a humid chamber for coloured development. The reaction was blocked with 1 M HCl solution and the absorbance (optical density (OD)) was read in a spectrophotometer at 405 nm. After subtracting the OD values of the wells that were coated with the negative extract from those that were coated with the N protein of Araraquara virus, the cut-off point for determining the positive sera at each serum dilution was determined as the mean of the optical densities of the triplicate negative control sera plus three standard deviations. The same procedures were performed for IgM detection, using positive human controls with HCPS and goat anti-human IgM peroxidase.

Ten sera had IgG antibodies to hantavirus (0.6% positivity). IgG-titres to hantavirus of 1:1600 and 1:400 were observed in one serum each and eight sera had a 1:100 titre.

Among the seropositive participants, 0.8% (1/122) was from Atalaia do Norte, 0.4% (1/256) from Careiro Castanho, 0.2% (1/556) from Itacoatiara and 0.9% (7/797) from Lábrea, as shown in Table II. Higher positivity rates, although not statistically significantly (p = 0.38), were observed in the counties of Lábrea and Atalaia do Norte. The rate of serum positivity was 3.5 times higher in participants residing in rural areas compared to those residing in urban areas (95%, confidence interval 0.7-10), although it was not statistically significant (p = 0.07). Notably, all 10 individuals who were serologically positive for hantavirus had contact with the forest.

There was no detected seropositivity for IgM in all of the 1,731 subjects enrolled in the study.

The IgG-ELISA using a recombinant N protein of the Araraquara hantavirus was simple to perform and has proved suitable for serological surveys, which corroborates the data from previous studies (Figueiredo et al. 2008, 2009).

It was observed that 0.6% of the sera from the participants of all four counties, which are located in different regions of AM, had IgG antibodies to hantavirus. In the Americas, a seroprevalence of 2.15% of the IgG antibodies to hantavirus has been reported among the residents of three towns in the Chilean Andean region (Frey et al. 2003), whereas in Panama, the seroprevalence was high in children under 11 years old (9.2%) and reached 22.8% in adults aged 41-50 years old (Armien et al. 2004). In Brazil, in the state of São Paulo, a study performed in the counties of Ribeirão Preto, Guariba and Jardinópolis found 1.23% seropositivity to hantavirus (Holmes et al. 2000). In northern Brazil, in the counties of Novo Progresso and Trairão, PA, the seroprevalence to hantavirus was 2.16% and 4.37%, respectively (Medeiros et al. 2010). The low seroprevalence to hantavirus observed in the present study could be associated with the low agricultural activity in AM. The highest seropositivity, 0.9%, was observed in Lábrea, where agricultural activity and livestock are more intense.
A significant difference in seropositivity to hantavirus was not observed between men and women or among distinct age ranges of the study participants, although it was higher among those 16-60 years old. Residents of rural areas had a three times greater risk of hantavirus infection than those of urban areas.

In short, this study confirms preliminary information concerning the occurrence of HCPS cases in AM. In the present study, infected individuals were found in three different regions of AM, which suggests that hantavirus disease could be a local emerging health problem. Further studies in AM are necessary to identify other human infections as well as hantavirus species and rodent-reservoirs.
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